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Insight you can act on
Welcome to a holistic suite of dashboards 
and analytics that will spike informed 
decisions for your school. Dive into the 
details of user engagement, curriculum 
management or student progress, or just 
get the overview you need. itslearning 
Advanced Reporting emphasises flexibility 
and customisation, to ensure that you can 
apply your understanding of the data to your 
specific priorities and practices.  
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Curriculum leaders want to 
know how different schools are 
performing regarding learning 
objective and subject area 
standards. They also want to 
quickly see what resources and 
assessments are available so 
that they can address gaps in 
the curriculum. IT leaders want 
to know the extent to which the 
learning platform is being used 
in order to identify groups of 
schools, teachers, parents etc. 
that might need more support in 
the use of itslearning. 

A Head teacher would want to know if there 
are teachers or students who may be struggling 
so that they can provide additional attention or 
resources. All this information and more can easily 
be viewed using itslearning Advanced Reporting. 
 
Ultimately, these reports serve as a road map for 
schools and student progress. They help teachers 
and school leaders provide remediation, to close 
the gap between current and desired levels of 
achievement. itslearning Advanced Reporting is 
an important aid in accomplishing what matters 
most: improving student mastery.



Report Feature Free for all customers Scope Who has access?

Storage Report Full site Admins

Login Report Full site Admins

Course Reports Course Course Teachers, Admins

Student Profile  
information Individual Students Students, Teachers, 

Parents, Admins

Advanced Reporting 
(incl. Data Warehouse API)

Additional License Fee Full site Admins

Let’s explore what you can do...

User Engagement reporting

• Monitor adoption to find 
schools, roles, or users that 
may benefit from training or 
assistance.

• View the time and extent 
itslearning is used for insight 
into use of blended learning.

• Explore the detailed extent of 
user participation. 

Curriculum Management 
reporting

• Evaluate curriculum 
implementation efforts by 
looking at the range and 
diversity of course content.

• Monitor learning objective 
alignment to support standards-
based assessment.

• View patterns of use to find 
most vs. least used content 
types.

• Check progress on specific 
topics and skills to identify areas 
needing additional attention.

Student progress reporting

• Compare student progress 
on learning objectives across 
schools, courses, and by topic.

• View detailed learning 
objectives assessment status 
and timeline.

• See a comprehensive view of 
any individual student’s progress 
on learning objectives. 



Awesome  
reports in itslearning

These reports are templates with a range of views to select and 
modify, to best meet the needs of your schools.

Want to know to 
what extent your 
course elements, like 
assignments, tests or 
content links, are being 
used?

• Statistics and distribution of 
course element types and their 
uses. Compare organisations and 
courses.

• Options include distinguishing 
assessments from non-assessable 
content.

• Filter to view data from selected 
organisations, courses, and by 
element type or category. 

Like a summary of course 
visits?

• Course visits over time and by 
course profile, day and time.

• Filter to view data from selected 
dates, organisations and specific 
courses.



• Compare totals across 
organisation, school, course level, 
or individual students, per learning 
objective.

• Detailed view of student progress 
in meeting and mastering 
objectives.

• Progress in assessment and status 
over time.

• Filter and sort to find most and 
least progress.

• Statistics and comparisons of learning 
objective alignment to courses, plans, 
and course elements; distinguishing 
assessments and learning objective 
assessment.

• Data can be viewed to compare 
organisations, courses, or learning 
objectives.

• Filter to choose objectives, organisations 
and courses.

Want to find out if courses, 
plans and course elements 
are appropriately aligned 
to learning objectives?

Need an overview of 
learning objectives 
progress across individual 
students or course levels?



Want information 
about logins?

• Logins over time and by site 
profile, day and time.

• Filter to view data from 
selected dates and 
organisations.

Would you like 
reports of user 
account activity?

• View trends and number 
of user accounts that 
have been active, inactive 
during a selected time 
period, or have never 
logged in.

• Select time period and 
compare organisation.
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How we can help you...
itslearning is an award-winning, cloud-based learning platform that helps teachers make 

education more inspiring and valuable for today’s students. We provide a full range of 
services, from simple training sessions to full-scale implementation projects. Established in 
1999, we have our headquarters in Bergen, Norway, with offices in Atlanta, Boston, Berlin, 

Enschede, Milton Keynes, Malmö, Mulhouse and Paris.


